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[Accounting Bulletin No. 1 pertains to Steam Roads.]
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INTRODUCTORY LETTER. 
I N T E R S T A T E C O M M E R C E C O M M I S S I O N , 
B U R E A U O F S T A T I S T I C S A N D A C C O U N T S , 
Washington, August 16, 1909. 
To CARRIERS CONCERNED: 
This bulletin, entitled "Accounting Bulletin No. 2 ," 
contains the final answers to a series of questions sub-
mitted to the Bureau of Statistics and Accounts in 
relation to the accounting classifications, prescribed by 
the Commission for electric railway companies, tha t 
became effective on January 1, 1909. The cases selected 
are regarded as important for the reason that they make 
clear the meaning or application of the text descriptive 
of the primary accounts covered by the Classification of 
Operating Expenses, the Classification of Operating 
Revenues, and the Classification of Expenditures for 
Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
As a matter of information it may be proper to state 
that the answers to questions recorded in this bulletin 
have received the approval of the Committee on Stand-
ard Classification of Accounts, of the American Street 
and Interurban Railway Accountants' Association. 
H E N R Y C. ADAMS, 
In charge of Statistics and Accounts. 
(5) 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION ACCOUNTING 
BULLETIN NO. 2. 
QUESTIONS AND DECISIONS. 
CASE 1. 
Query. Is it permissible for electric carriers to renumber the primary 
accounts of the various classifications for their own convenience, 
provided the Interstate Commerce Commission numbers are main-
tained for proper reference and report? 
Answer. I t is permissible for electric carriers to renumber the pri-
mary accounts of the various classifications for their own convenience. 
For the sake of uniformity, however, it is recommended tha t the 
account numbers mentioned in the classifications be used. I t is 
suggested that companies of Class B and Class C, in numbering their 
operating expense accounts, combine the numbers used in the t ex t 
of the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways; 
for example, the text for the account "Maintenance of Roadway and 
Track" for companies of Class B is covered by accounts 2 to 12, inclusive, 
and the suggested number would be 2/12; the text for account "Main-
tenance of W a y " for companies of Class C is covered by accounts 2 
to 19, inclusive, and the suggested number would be 2/19, etc . 
CASE 2. 
Query. Is it proper to charge assessments for construction and main-
tenance of paving to " T a x e s " under "Deductions from I n c o m e ? " 
Answer. No. Account No. 10, " P a v i n g , " in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, provides 
for paving incident to original track construction, while account No. 9, 
" P a v i n g , " in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways, covers repairs and renewals of such paving. 
CASE 3. 
Query. Is a Class C or a Class B road permitted to use the classification 
of accounts prescribed for carriers of a higher class? 
(7) 
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Answer. Electric carriers whose revenues place them in Class C or 
Class B of the Classification of Operating Expenses prescribed by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission may, if they so desire, keep their 
accounts under the more extended classification provided for carriers 
of a higher class. 
C A S E 4. 
Query. To what account should be charged the wages of billing clerks 
and cashiers in express offices operated by an electric carrier? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 64, "Station Employees." 
C A S E 5. 
Query. Are carriers required to keep subaccounts for paragraphs (a) 
to (f) under account No. 23, "Distr ibut ion System," and (a) to (i) 
under account No. 25, "Buildings and Structures ," of the Classification 
of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways; or will it be satisfactory 
to show the cost in total under such primary accounts? 
Answer. The Interstate Commerce Commission does not require the 
subdivision of account No. 23, "Distr ibution System," or account No. 
25, "Bui ldings and Structures ;" but any carrier desiring to do so may 
make subdivisions, provided a list of the subprimary accounts be first 
filed with the Commission. 
C A S E 6. 
Query. To what account should an electric carrier charge wages of 
employees and cost of repairs, fuel, water, lubricants, and waste, 
incident to the operation of a steam locomotive and of gasoline and 
steam motor cars, used regularly as rail equipment? 
Answer. If the equipment enumerated is used in revenue service, 
the wages of employees should be charged to operating expense account 
No. 60, "Passenger Conductors, Motormen, and Tra inmen," or account 
No. 61, "Fre igh t and Express Conductors, Motormen, and Trainmen." 
The cost of repairs to the steam locomotive, and to the locomotive 
features of gasoline and steam motor cars should be charged to account 
No. 34, "Locomotives ," and the cost of repairs to the car features of the 
motor cars should be charged to account No. 32, "Passenger and Com-
bination Cars ," or account No. 33, "Freight , Express, and Mail Cars." 
The cost of fuel should be charged to account No. 51, "Fue l for 
Power ; " the cost of water to account No. 52, "Water for Power;" the 
cost of lubricants to account No. 53, "Lubr icants for Power," and the 
cost of waste to account No. 54, "Miscellaneous Power-Plant Supplies 
and Expenses . " 
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If the steam locomotive and the motor cars are used in nonrevenue 
service, the expenses should be handled in the same manner as those 
for "Service Cars." 
C A S E 7 . 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of repairs and 
renewals of electric car heaters? 
Answer. The cost of repairs and renewals of electric car heaters, 
including wiring for same, should be charged to operating expense 
account No. 32, "Passenger and Combination Cars," or account No. 33, 
"Freight , Express, and Mail Cars." (See Case 9.) 
C A S E 8. 
Query. Should electric railways observe the Classification of Rev-
enues and Expenses for Outside Operations of Steam Roads in handling 
similar matters? 
Answer. No classification of revenues and expenses for outside 
operations has been prescribed for electric railways. 
C A S E 9. 
Query. Should motors for air governors and pumps on cars be re-
garded as part of the electrical equipment, and the cost of repairs and 
renewals thereof be charged to account No. 36, "Electr ic Equ ipment 
of Cars?" 
Answer. No. Electrical equipment of cars includes the electric 
motive equipment and wiring. The term " c a r " includes the car body 
and trucks, electric bells and wiring, electric heaters and wiring, 
electric lighting and wiring, and air-brake equipment and wiring. 
Motors for air governors and pumps on cars should, therefore, be 
charged either to operating expense account No. 32, "Passenger and 
Combination Cars," account No. 33, "Freight , Express, and Mail 
Cars," account No. 34, "Locomotives," or account No. 35, "Service 
Cars." (See Case 7.) 
C A S E 10. 
Query. Are electric carriers at liberty to open a clearing account for 
store expenses and apportion same on a basis of material issued? If so, 
should only the amount chargeable to operating expenses be charged 
to account No. 85, "Store Expenses," and so reported to the Commis-
sion, or should this account also include expenses incurred in con-
nection with material issued for construction and betterments? 
Answer. Electric railway carriers are at liberty to open a clearing 
account for store expenses and apportion the amounts charged thereto. 
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The total amount chargeable to operating expenses should be charged 
to account No. 85, "Store Expenses ." 
Account No. 85 should not include expenses incurred primarily 
in connection with material issued for construction and additions and 
betterments. Carriers are at liberty to distribute for their own pur-
poses items covered by this account to other operating expense accounts 
affected, bu t in their reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission 
the entire charge for store expenses chargeable to operating expenses 
should be reported under account No. 85. 
CASE 11. 
Query. Please explain the various accounts "Other Operations—Dr. 
and Cr. ," contained in the Classification of Operating Expenses of 
Electric Railways, particularly the paragraphs entitled "Coordinate 
Departments ." 
In connection with these accounts, our understanding of account 
No. 56, "Power Purchased," is that i t should show the total amount 
expended for this purpose, and that the amounts used for lighting 
shops, carhouses, etc., should be charged to accounts affected and an 
offsetting credit made to account No. 59, "Other Operations—Cr." 
Is this correct? 
Answer. The accounts "Other Operations—Dr., Coordinate Depart-
ments , " and "Other Operations—Cr., Coordinate Departments ," are 
to be used by electric railways which engage in other lines of business, 
such as the production of light and power for sale. In case the cost 
of producing power is carried in the primary accounts of the light 
department , the proportion of operating expenses chargeable to the 
railway department should be charged to the various "Other Opera-
tions—Dr." accounts. In case the cost of producing power is carried 
in the primary accounts of the railway department, the proportion 
of operating expenses chargeable to the light or other departments 
should be credited to the various "Other Operations—Cr." accounts. 
Account No. 56, "Power Purchased," covers the cost of power 
purchased from other companies primarily for the propulsion of cars, 
and account No. 59, "Other Operations—Cr.," should not be used in 
connection therewith, unless a portion of the power purchased is used 
by another Coordinate Department, such as Electric Light, Heat, 
Power, or Gas, within the same company. 
CASE 12. 
Query. To what operating expense or other account should be 
charged rents paid for Ohmer Fare Registers used on electric cars? 
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Answer. To operating expense account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-
Service Expenses ." 
C A S E 13. 
Query. To what account should be charged rent paid for land on 
which is located a carhouse, used as a regular operating carhouse? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 67, " Carhouse Expenses." 
C A S E 14. 
Query. Account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses ," 
provides for the cost of tickets, transfers, and baggage checks. Should 
not the cost of all stationery, such as rate sheets, waybills, bills of lading, 
etc., used in connection with the operation of passenger, express, or 
freight cars be charged to this account? 
Answer. No. Charge to account No. 84, "Stat ionery and Pr in t ing ." 
Carriers are at liberty to distribute the items covered by the undis-
tributed accounts in the Classification of Operating Expenses of 
Electric Railways, but all reports to the Commission should agree 
with the accounts which are prescribed. (See Cases 18 and 23.) 
C A S E 15. 
Query. Account No. 44, "Miscellaneous," in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways covers, 
among other things, " t h e cost of printing certificates of stocks and bonds, 
with payments to trustees and expenses incurred in the disposal of 
securities." Will it be correct to charge to this account expenses of 
this nature when they relate to the issuance of bonds b y an operating 
electric railway company for construction and additions and better-
ments? 
Answer. Yes. 
C A S E 16. 
Query. Please explain account No. 77, "Relief Department Ex-
penses." Also please advise to what account should be charged an 
employee's wages when paid while he is suffering from an injury and 
is not able to work. 
Answer. Account No. 77, "Relief Department Expenses ," is in-
tended to cover cost of operation of and contributions to a relief depart-
ment or association. Wages paid to an employee while he is suffering 
from an injury should be charged to account No. 82, "Injur ies and 
Damages," if the injury occurred while the employee was on duty or 
if the company was responsible. Voluntary contributions made to 
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employees or families of employees on account of sickness or other ina-
bil i ty to perform THEIR duties should be charged to account No. 79, 
"Miscellaneous General Expenses." 
C A S E 17. 
Query. We have installed in our different carhouses some large storage 
tanks for compressed air. The compressed air is used in filling air 
tanks on cars for the operation of brakes. To what account should we 
charge the maintenance and operation of said tanks? 
Answer. The cost of maintenance should be charged to account No. 
38, "Shop Machinery and Tools," and the cost of operation to account 
No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses." 
C A S E 18. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of printing ex-
pense bills, balance sheets, and other stationery used in the handling 
of express and freight business incident to the operation of an electric 
railway? 
To what account should be charged printing and stationery used by 
clerks whose salaries are charged to account No. 1, "Superintendence 
of Way and Structures;" account No. 29, "Superintendence of Equip-
men t , " and account No. 48, "Superintendence of Transportation?" 
Answer. The cost of expense bills, balance sheets, and other sta-
tionery should be charged to account No. 84, "Stationery and Print-
ing ." By referring to the note under "Undistr ibuted Accounts," on 
page 45 of the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Rail-
ways, it will be found that carriers are at liberty to distribute items 
covered by accounts Nos. 82 to 88, inclusive, but that all reports to the 
Commission must agree with the accounts which are prescribed. 
The cost of stationery and printing used by clerks whose salaries 
are charged to accounts Nos. 1, 29, and 48 should be charged to account 
No. 84. (See Cases 14 and 2 3 . ) 
C A S E 19. 
Query. We have on our lines foreign cars on which we pay a per 
diem charge. To what account should an expense of this nature be 
charged? To what account should be charged the maintenance of 
such cars while on our tracks? 
Answer. Per diem on foreign cars should be charged to account No. 
88, " R e n t of Equ ipment , " and the maintenance of such cars while on 
your tracks to account No. 32, "Passenger and Combination Cars;" 
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account No. 33, "Freight, Express, and Mail Cars;" account No. 35, 
"Service Cars;" or account No. 36, "Electr ic Equipment of Cars." 
C A S E 20. 
Query. We have electric cars equipped and used as pile driver, 
steam shovel, concrete mixer, and stone crusher. To what accounts 
should be charged the maintenance of these cars and the machinery? 
Answer. The maintenance of such cars and machinery should be 
charged to account No. 35, "Service Cars," or account No. 36, "Elec t r ic 
Equipment of Cars," except when the cars are used on work not charge-
able to operating expenses. 
C A S E 21. 
Query. To what account should be charged the wages of clerks in 
carhouses whose duty it is to furnish motormen and conductors with 
their tickets and supplies, and to receive from conductors their daily 
remittances and arrange same before sending to the general office? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 48, "Super in tendence 
of Transportation." 
C A S E 22. 
Query. To what account should an electric carrier charge commissions 
and wages paid for the sale of school and other tickets at various stores 
along the line? 
Answer. If the tickets are sold at stores which can be considered 
stations, charge commissions and wages paid to account No. 64, "Stat ion 
Employees;" if the stores can not be considered stations, charge to 
account No. 45, "Superintendence and Solicitation." 
C A S E 23. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of printing and 
furnishing reports made by conductors each day (trip sheets) and short-
age notices? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 84, "Stationery and 
Printing." (See Cases 14 and 18.) 
C A S E 24. 
Query. To what account should be charged the salary and expenses 
of a supervising engineer in charge of the construction of a new line and 
buildings, and the installation of machinery in power plants? I t is 
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not clear to us whether these expenses should be charged to account No. 
1, "Engineering and Superintendence," or charged directly to the ac-
count for which incurred, in accordance with Note B. 
Answer. If the engineer in question has direct supervision over all of 
the work in connection with the construction of a new line, it will prob-
ably not be possible to apportion his salary and expenses among the 
various construction accounts, and charges should, therefore, be made 
to account No. 1, "Engineering and Superintendence," in the Classi-
fication of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
Note B, under account No. 1, provides that, whenever it is possible, 
the expenses enumerated should be charged directly to the account for 
which incurred, as for example, power-plant buildings, or shops and 
carhouses. However, it is not the intention to insist upon any unnec-
essary refinement in accounting for such matters. 
C A S E 2 5 . 
Query. Should all the ties, rails, rail fastenings, and joints used in 
connection with cross-overs, curves, and turn-outs be charged to account 
No. 8, "Special Work," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road 
and Equipment of Electric Railways? What is meant by the term 
"cu rves , " as specified in said account? 
Answer. Account No. 8, "Special Work," is not intended to cover 
the cost of ties, rails, rail fastenings, and joints. These items should 
be charged to accounts provided for such expenditures. The terms 
"cross-overs," " c u r v e s , " and " t u r n - o u t s " cover only those portions of 
track which are made to order. 
Ordinary curves should be treated as " ra i l s , " and other curves as 
"Special Work." 
C A S E 2 6 . 
Query. What instructions, if any, have been issued by the Interstate 
Commerce Commission covering the treatment of amounts expended 
by electric railways for betterments and improvements? 
Answer. The Commission has issued no instructions to electric rail-
ways relative to additions and betterments expenditures. Unti l ad-
vised to the contrary, it will only be necessary for such carriers to dis-
pose of expenditures of this nature in accordance with the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 2 7 . 
Query. Will a company using the standard system of electric railway 
accounting recommended by the Street Railway Accountants' Associa-
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tion of America be required to adopt the Classifications of Operating 
Revenues and Operating Expenses of Electric Railways as prescribed 
by the Interstate Commerce Commission? 
Answer. If a company engages in the interstate transporation of 
persons or property, it should keep its accounts in accordance with the 
classifications of the Interstate Commerce Commission effective on 
January 1, 1909. 
C A S E 28. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of cleaning the 
conduit under tracks and removing dirt and trash of various kinds 
which collects therein on roads operated by the underground conduit 
system? 
Answer. This is a feature of maintenance, and is properly chargeable 
to operating expense account No. 11, "Cleaning and Sanding Tracks ." 
C A S E 29. 
Query. We note that the accounts "Interest , Discount, and Ex-
change" and "Taxes , " heretofore carried by many companies in their 
general expense, have been dropped from the classification of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission. Please advise as to the manner in 
which they should be handled. 
Answer. Interest, discount, exchange, and taxes, when arising in 
connection with operations, should be handled through the Income 
Account. Interest in connection with expenditures for road and 
equipment should be handled through primary account No. 41, " I n -
terest ," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment 
of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 30. 
Query. This company's tower wagon is frequently used in connection 
with the construction of electric lines along new tracks, and it has 
been our custom to credit to "Stable Expenses" the cost of the service. 
Is this correct? 
Answer. The expenses of repair or tower wagons which are freqeuntly 
used in construction work should be apportioned between maintenance 
and construction accounts in accordance with the use to which they 
are put . If expenses properly chargeable to construction have been 
included in account No. 40, "Horses and Vehicles," and account No. 86, 
"Stable Expenses," these accounts should receive proper credit. 
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C A S E 3 1 . 
Query. A railway company's shop performs services properly charge-
able to various construction accounts and to other companies and 
persons. To what account should be credited the department expense 
added to the cost of labor and material to cover a portion of miscella-
neous shop and storeroom expenses? 
Answer. I t should be credited to the proper accounts under Operat-
ing Expenses. 
C A S E 3 2 . 
Query. To what accounts should the following charges be made? 
1. Rents paid to private firms or individuals for the right to operate 
over private property. 
2. Rent for land on which pole-line right of way for high-tension 
lines is located. 
3 . Amounts paid to municipalities for the right to operate cars over 
and across streets. 
4. Amounts paid to boards of public works, county officers, etc., 
for the right to operate cars on and across public highways. 
Answer. 1. Charge to account No. 19, "Other Miscellaneous Way 
Expenses." 
2. Charge to account No. 24, "Miscellaneous Electric Line Ex-
penses." 
3 and 4 . Charge to " T a x e s " under "Deductions from Income." 
C A S E 3 3 . 
Query. To what account or accounts should be credited charges made 
against operation and construction accounts for electricity furnished 
by an electric railway company for the use of its shop motors, carhouse 
lighting, running of construction cars engaged in company service, such 
as building new tracks, etc.? 
Answer. The Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Rail-
ways does not require a segregation of the cost of power to shops, car-
houses, etc. The last paragraph on page 7 of the Classification provides 
that any carrier may " k e e p any temporary or experimental accounts, 
the purpose of which is to develop the efficiency of operations: Pro-
vided, however, That such temporary or experimental accounts shall 
not impair the integrity of any general or primary account hereby pre-
scribed; and that any such temporary or experimental accounts shall 
be open to inspection b y the Commission." I t is therefore permissible 
for any carrier to ascertain for its own information the cost of power 
used at shops or carhouses. 
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The Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways does 
not contemplate that any distribution shall be made to maintenance 
accounts for electricity furnished by an electric railway for the use of 
its shop motors, carhouse lighting, or running of work cars engaged in 
maintenance. 
The actual cost of operating work cars for construction purposes, 
such as building new tracks, etc., is properly chargeable to construc-
tion accounts, and proper credit may be given to revenue account No. 
16, " R e n t s of Equ ipment , " and revenue account No. 18, "Power . " 
C A S E 34. 
Query. A large percentage of the purchases made by the Purchasing 
Department of this company are for construction and betterment 
purposes. Would it be permissible to charge to the appropriate con-
struction and bet terment accounts such a proportion of the salaries 
and expenses of that department as would fairly represent the expense 
of the purchases made primarily for such construction and betterments? 
Answer. The Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Rail-
ways is intended to cover operating expenses only, and it is proper to 
charge to the appropriate construction and bet terment accounts such a 
proportion of the salaries and expenses of purchasing agents and assist-
ants as would fairly represent the expense of the purchases made for 
such construction and betterments. I n the consideration of this 
question account No. 85, "Store Expenses ," should not be overlooked. 
C A S E 35. 
Query. What is meant by "Undis t r ibuted Accounts" in the Classi-
fication of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways? 
Answer. Undistributed accounts are those which contain expenses 
properly chargeable to more than one of the five general accounts 
under Operating Expenses. For example, there are injuries which, 
from a strict accounting standpoint, should be charged under " W ay and 
Structures," " E q u i p m e n t , " etc. There are various difficulties in 
distributing these expenses among the various general accounts and 
the Commission is willing that all expenses for injuries should be 
carried in account No. 82, "Injur ies and Damages," under general 
account "General and Miscellaneous." 
C A S E 36. 
Query. A carrier conducting a railway, lighting, and power business 
carries its general accounts in the lighting and power department. A 
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monthly charge for power is made to the street railway department 
and to the lighting department. Are the monthly charges for power 
to the lighting and street railway departments satisfactory and is a 
single balance sheet for the entire business permissible? 
Answer. Each carrier conducting a railway, lighting, and power 
business is at liberty to decide for itself under which department the 
primary operating expense accounts shall be carried, and should decide 
upon the basis of division of expenses among the various departments. 
If the expenses are carried under the lighting and power department, it 
will be necessary to show on the books of the railway department under 
accounts Nos. 2 7 , 4 3 , 5 8 , and 8 0 , "Other Operations—Dr.," the pro-
portions chargeable to the railway department under " W a y and 
Structures," " E q u i p m e n t , " "Conducting Transportation," and "Gen-
eral and Miscellaneous." The amounts charged to the railway depart-
ment should be handled in the books of the lighting and power depart-
ment through such accounts as "Other Operations—Cr." 
The Commission has not prescribed a classification of revenues and 
expenses for outside operations for electric railways. 
One balance sheet is all that is necessary for the entire business de-
scribed in this query. 
C A S E 3 7 . 
Query. To what account should be charged payments made to the 
Government, on the basis of a specific charge per passenger, for the 
privilege of operating cars over its bridge? 
Answer. Charge to "Taxes ." 
C A S E 3 8 . 
Query. What disposition should be made of custom labor or labor 
of employees in various departments on work entirely outside of rail-
way operation, for which the railroad is reimbursed the wages of the 
employees, together with the profit on same and the general shop 
expenses? What disposition should be made of profits on new mate-
rial sold to some outside concern from storeroom stock which has been 
handled in Sales Account? 
Answer. Assuming that the amount involved in "Custom Labor" 
account is small, and that the expenses have been charged to operating 
accounts, items covering labor performed for outside parties, together 
with the percentage added for profit and general shop expenses, should 
be debited to "Accounts Receivable" and credited to the operating 
expense accounts originally charged. 
The net revenue from the "Sales Account" should be handled as 
Miscellaneous Income. 
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C A S E 39. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of new struc-
tures and general improvements in a free private park and the mainte-
nance expenses of such park? 
Answer. The cost of new structures and improvements of a substan-
tial character in a free private park should be charged to account No. 
33, "Pa rk and Resort Property," in the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
Maintenance expenses of such park should be charged to operating 
expense account No. 46, "Advert is ing." 
C A S E 40. 
Query. Should the expense of sprinkling streets be charged to the 
same account as sanding and cleaning track? 
Answer. The cost of sprinkling roadway and track, when not done 
directly in connection with construction or repairs of track or paving, 
should be charged to operating expense account No. 11, "Cleaning and 
Sanding Tracks." The cost of sprinkling rendered necessary by con-
struction or repairs of track or paving should be charged to the proper 
construction or maintenance account. 
C A S E 41. 
Query. A company, organized for purely local street railway business 
and having no electric lighting or gas department and no joint arrange-
ment with any other company in the operation of cars, requests infor-
mation as to the manner in which the accounts in various parts of the 
Classification of Operating Expenses, "Othe r Operations—Dr." and 
"Other Operations—Cr.," would enter into its records. 
Answer. From the foregoing statement it is evident that the company 
in question will not require the accounts "Other Operations—Dr." 
and "Other Operations—Cr." I t is not expected that a carrier will 
keep any accounts on its books for which it has no need. 
C A S E 42. 
Query. The A and B Light and Traction Company operates gas, 
electric light, and street railway properties. The operating expenses 
of the three coordinate departments are kept entirely separate, except 
the general expenses, consisting of clerical salaries, rent, taxes, and 
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office supplies. Will i t be satisfactory to the Commission for us to 
continue carrying expenses of this character in one account covering all 
departments, and so state the fact in our annual report? 
Answer. Where a company operates both a railway department and a 
lighting department, the entire cost of producing power should be 
carried in the primary accounts either of the railway department or of 
the lighting department, and the amounts chargeable to the other 
department should be handled through the various accounts, "Other 
Operations—Dr." and "Other Operations—Cr." For example, if the 
cost of power is carried in the primary accounts of the railway depart-
ment, the proportion of operating expenses chargeable to the lighting 
department should be credited to the various "Other Operations—Cr." 
accounts. In the case cited, the proportion of "General Expenses" 
chargeable to the lighting department would appear as a credit under 
account No. 81, "O the r Operations—Cr." 
Taxes need not be subdivided between the railway and lighting 
departments. Taxes should be treated through the Income Account. 
C A S E 43. 
Query. We are charging to account No. 56, "Power Purchased," the 
actual cost of electric current generated at our plant (gas, electric light, 
and street railway property) consumed by the railway department. 
Is this correct? 
Answer. The practice above outlined is not in accordance with the 
requirements of the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. Account No. 56, "Power Purchased," is provided for 
expenditures for power purchased from other companies. (See Case 42.) 
C A S E 44. 
Query. To what account should be credited the amount received from 
the sale of manure removed from stables? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 86, "Stable Expenses ." 
C A S E 45. 
Query. This company operates a sprinkling car for the purpose of 
sprinkling certain streets and highways on which our track is laid. 
The city in which this service is performed pays us, as its proportion 
of the cost of this service, from 15 to 20 cents per sprinkler car-mile run. 
Please advise to what accounts the corresponding debits and credits 
should be made. 
Answer. The amount received from the city should be credited to 
revenue account No. 9, "Miscellaneous Transportation Revenue ." 
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In case the service mentioned is performed primarily as a service for 
the benefit of the road, and the amount received from the city is only 
incidental, the expense of operating the sprinkling car should be 
charged to operating expense account No. 11, "Cleaning and Sanding 
Tracks," and the cost of maintenance and repairs to account No. 35, 
"Service Cars." If, however, the service rendered is primarily for 
revenue purposes, the operating expenses should be charged to the 
appropriate operating expense accounts, as in any other revenue 
movements. 
C A S E 46. 
Query. Is there not a conflict between account No. 10, " P a v i n g , " 
and account No. 16, "Crossings, Fences, Cattle Guards, and Signs," 
in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways, so far as they refer to "labor and material on cross 
walks?" 
Answer. There is no conflict between the accounts mentioned. 
Account No. 10 embraces the expense of labor and material used in 
cross walks constructed in connection with paving on streets along 
which the electric road extends; while account No. 16 covers street 
and road crossings at other points, where it may be necessary to con-
struct entirely new crossings or to provide crossings of an improved 
character over those previously existing. 
C A S E 47. 
Query. To what operating expense account should be charged the 
cost of labor and material used in connection with the repair of over-
head contacts installed in the trolley wire, and of wires leading from 
the trolley to magnets, etc., which operate an electric track switch, a 
device for automatically doing the work of a switchman through the 
operation of the magnets? 
Answer. The cost of material should be charged to account No. 6, 
"Special Work," and the cost of labor to account No. 8, "Roadway 
and Track Labor." 
C A S E 48. 
Query. To what account should be charged amount paid for rent of 
land on which a " Y " or switch is located? 
Answer. To account No. 19, "Other Miscellaneous Way Expenses ," 
in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 49. 
Query. This company has an arrangement with telephone, telegraph, 
and electric lighting companies, whereby it pays an amount for the 
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privilege of making attachments to their poles for carrying its wires, 
and collects from them another amount for attachments to its poles for 
carrying their cables and wires. To what accounts should the resulting 
debit and credit be made? 
Answer. Charge amount paid to operating expense account No. 24, 
"Miscellaneous Electric Line Expenses ," and credit amount received 
to revenue account No. 17, " R e n t s of Buildings and Other Proper ty ." 
C A S E 50. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of material 
used in the construction of a retaining wall for the protection of banks 
from high tides, it being understood that account No. 8, "Roadway 
and Track Labor," is intended to cover the cost of labor expended in 
such work? 
Answer. Operating expense account No. 8, "Roadway and Track 
Labor," is intended to cover the cost of labor expended in "protecting 
banks by retaining walls, riprap, piling, dikes, or other means . " 
The cost of material used in connection with work properly chargeable 
to operating expenses should be charged to account No. 10, "Mis-
cellaneous Roadway and Track Expenses ." 
Expenditures of the above nature arising in connection with the 
construction of a new road should be charged to account No. 4, "Grad-
ing," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment 
of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 51. 
Query. To what account should be charged rent of land used for stor-
age of track material, part of which is for use in repairs of track, but 
most of which is for use in the construction of new track? 
Answer. Unless the amount paid for rent of land used for the storage 
of track material is a large item, such as several hundred dollars per 
annum, it should be charged to operating expense account No. 85, 
"Store Expenses . " In case the amount paid is a considerable item, 
there is no objection to including an appropriate proportion in the con-
struction accounts. Owing to the fact that it would be impracticable 
to. divide this rental charge among the various construction material 
accounts, the amount should be charged to account No. 44, "Miscel-
laneous," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment 
of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 52. 
Query. Has the Interstate Commerce Commission prescribed any 
account for depreciation of way and structures or equipment? 
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Answer. The Interstate Commerce Commission does not require any 
electric railway company to keep account No. 26, "Depreciation of Way 
and Structures," and account No. 42, "Depreciation of Equ ipmen t , " 
unless these accounts are prescribed by the Railway Commission of any 
State in which such company operates mileage. 
C A S E 53. 
Query. Is it proper to charge to account No. 41, " In te res t , " in the 
Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric 
Railways, interest paid on loans made for construction purposes b y an 
operating electric railway company, said interest accruing on money 
used in building new tracks and for additional power-plant equipment 
and other construction purposes? 
Answer. Interest which is paid or which accrues during construction 
should be charged to account No. 41, " In te res t . " Interest which 
accrues after the completion of the work is not chargeable to this 
account. 
C A S E 54. 
Query. Should revenue account No. 15, " R e n t s of Tracks and Ter-
minals ," be credited with all compensation received for the use of 
tracks and electric lines, including services performed in connection 
with the dispatching and general supervision of the electric cars of 
one company using the tracks of another company? 
Answer. All compensation of this nature should be credited to rev-
enue account No. 15, "Ren ts of Tracks and Terminals ." No provision 
is made in the electric classifications for joint facilities accounts. 
C A S E 55. 
Query. This company owns a nine-story building. One-third of the 
ground floor is used for tracks for cars running into and out of the build-
ing, waiting room, ticket office, etc., and the balance is rented for store 
purposes, concessions, etc. The general offices occupy about one 
floor, and the remaining floors are rented for office purposes. Should 
rents received from tenants be credited to operating revenues or mis-
cellaneous income? 
Answer. Rents should be credited to revenue account No. 17, 
"Ren ts of Buildings and Other Proper ty ," if the expense of maintain-
ing and operating the portions rented can not be separated from the 
expense of maintaining and operating the portion used b y the railway 
company. In case the expense of maintaining and operating the por-
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tions rented can be separated from the expense of maintaining and 
operating the portion used by the railway company, the rents received 
should be included in Income and not in Operating Revenues, and 
the expense of maintaining and operating the rented portions should 
be charged against the rents received. 
C A S E 5 6 . 
Query. We are in doubt as to the proper account to be charged for 
trolley parts, namely, wheels, axles, washers, springs, harps, poles, 
bushings, etc., and carbon brushes, carbons, headlight parts, etc. 
Should these items be charged to accounts 3 2 to 3 7 , inclusive, or to 
account No. 6 3 , "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses?" 
Answer. All such parts as pertain to maintenance of equipment 
are chargeable to operating expense account No. 3 2 , "Passenger and 
Combination Cars;" account No. 3 3 , "Fre ight , Express, and Mail 
Cars;" account No. 3 4 , "Locomotives;" account No. 3 5 , "Service 
Cars;" account No. 3 6 , "Electr ic Equipment of Cars;" or account 
No. 3 7 , "Elect r ic Equ ipment of Locomotives." Account No. 6 3 , 
"Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses," includes only such items as 
do not pertain to maintenance of equipment. The following indi-
cates the line of demarcation between the electric equipment of a car 
and a car: Electric equipment of a car includes the electric motive 
equipment and wiring; the term " c a r " includes the car body and 
trucks, electric bells and wiring, electric heaters and wiring, electric 
lighting and wiring, and air-brake equipment and wiring. Under this 
segregation carbons used in electric arc headlights are chargeable to 
account No. 6 3 , "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses ," and the other 
items named to accounts 3 2 to 3 7 , inclusive. 
C A S E 5 7 . 
Query. Are Class B and Class C electric carriers required to keep the 
4 4 accounts composing the Classification of Expenditures for Road 
and Equipment of Electric Railways, and the 19 accounts composing 
the Classification of Operating Revenues of Electric Railways, the 
same as Class A carriers? 
Answer. All electric carriers subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission are required to keep their road and 
equipment and revenue accounts in the same manner, no condensed 
classification of road and equipment accounts or of revenue accounts 
being provided for Class B or Class C carriers. 
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C A S E 5 8 . 
Query. What is meant by the term "Car Hours" as used in the 
Mileage, Traffic, and Miscellaneous Statistics of the Annual Report, 
particularly with reference to "Passenger-Car Hours?" 
Answer. "Passenger-Car Hour s " include not only the actual t ime 
while in revenue service, bu t also the t ime consumed in running 
from carhouses to points where regular service is begun, t ime lost 
between trips, and time lost on account of delays caused by blockades, 
parades, etc. I t includes the entire t ime during which the cars are in 
charge of the motormen and conductors. 
I N D E X , 
A . 
Case. 
Account, clearing, store expenses, employment of 10 
"Paving," scope of 46 
"Power Purchased," scope of 11,43 
"Relief Department Expenses," purpose of 16 
Sales, net revenue from 38 
"Special Work," explanation concerning 25 
Accounts, "Buildings and Structures" and "Distribution System," use of sub-
accounts under 5 
"Coordinate Departments," use of 11 
depreciation of way and structures and equipment, reference to 52 
joint facilities, statement regarding 54 
of carriers conducting railway, lighting, and power business, statement 
regarding balance sheet and 36 
of carriers operating gas, electric light, and street-railway properties, 
statement regarding 42,43 
Other Operations, Dr. and Cr., use of 11,36,41,42, 43 
prescribed by Commission, keeping of, by carriers 27 
renumbering of, by carriers, for their own convenience 1 
temporary or experimental, reference to 33 
undistributed, definition of 35 
undistributed, distributing and reporting of items covered by 10,14,18 
unnecessary, reference to 41 
Additions and betterments, expenses incurred in connection with material issued 
for 10 
stock and bond issues for, incidental expenses connected with, including 
printing of certificates 15 
treatment of expenditures for 26 
Air-brake equipment and wiring, classification of 9,56 
Air governors and pumps on cars, motors for, repairs and renewals of 9 
storage tanks at carhouses, maintenance and operation of 17 
Assessments for construction and maintenance of paving 2 
Attachments to poles, amounts paid and received for privilege of making 49 
Axles—trolley parts 56 
B. 
Balance sheet of carriers conducting a railway, lighting, and power business, 
scope of 36 
sheets used in express and freight business, printing of 18 
Betterment purchases, apportionment of expenses of Purchasing Department 
on account of 34 
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28 
Case. 
Betterments, expenses incurred in issuing material for 10 
stock and bond issues for, incidental expenses connected with, in-
cluding printing of certificates 15 
treatment of amounts expended for 26 
Bills of lading, printing of 14 
Boards of Public Works, etc., amounts paid to, for right to operate on and over 
highways. 32 
Bond issues for construction and additions and betterments, incidental expenses 
of, including printing of certificates 15 
Bridge, Government, payments for privilege of operating over 37 
Brushes, carbon—trolley parts 56 
"Buildings and Structures" account, use of subaccounts under 5 
Buildings, engineers in charge of, salaries and expenses of 24 
general office, etc., maintenance of and rent received for offices in 55 
Bushings—trolley parts 56 
C. 
Car, definition of 9,56 
heaters, electric, repairs and renewals of, including wiring 7,9,56 
hours, definition of 58 
lighting and wiring, electric, classification of 9,56 
Carbon brushes—trolley parts 56 
Carbons—trolley parts 56 
Carhouse clerks who furnish motormen and conductors with tickets and supplies, 
receive conductors' remittances, etc., wages of 21 
lighting, power for 11,33 
Carhouses, amounts expended for lighting 11 
compressed air storage tanks at, maintenance and operation of 17 
operating, rent for land occupied by 13 
Carriers conducting railway, lighting, and power business, statement regarding 
balance sheet and accounts of 36 
operating gas, electric light, and street railway properties, statement re-
garding accounts of 42,43 
renumbering of accounts by, for their own convenience 1 
Cars, construction, power for running 33 
electric equipment of, definition of 9,56 
equipped as pile drivers, steam shovels, concrete mixers, and stone crush-
ers, maintenance of, including machinery 20 
foreign, per diem on, and maintenance of 19 
motors for air governors and pumps on, repairs and renewals of 9 
service 6,20,45 
sprinkling, maintenance and repairs of 45 
steam and gasoline motor, repairs and operation of 6 
supervision of, compensation received from other companies for 54 
Certificates of stock issued for construction and additions and betterments, inci-
dental expenses connected with, including printing of certificates 15 
Classification for Outside Operations of electric railways, reference to 8 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment, interpretation of Note B 
under account No. 1 of 24 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment, requirements as to use of. 57 
of Operating Expenses, extended, use of, by roads of Classes B and C. 3 
of Operating Expenses, scope of 34 
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Case. 
Classifications, requirements as to keeping of accounts in accordance with 27 
Cleaning conduits under tracks and removing the dirt and trash. 28 
Clearing account, store expenses, employment of 10 
Clerks employed by carriers operating gas, electric light, and street railway prop-
erties, salaries of 42 
express, wages of 4 
in carhouses who furnish motormen and conductors tickets and supplies, 
receive conductors' remittances, etc., wages of . 21 
Commissions paid for sale of school and other tickets at stores along line 22 
Compressed air storage tanks at carhouses, maintenance and operation of 17 
Concrete mixers, cars equipped and used as, maintenance of, including machinery 20 
Conductors' reports, printing and furnishing . . 23 
Conduits under tracks, cleaning of, and removal of dirt accumulation 28 
Construction and betterment purchases, apportionment of expenses of Purchas-
ing Department on account of 34 
and betterments, expenses incurred in connection with issuance of 
material for 10 
and maintenance of paving, assessments for 2 
cars, power for running 33 
Department expenses chargeable to . 31 
interest on loans made for 29,53 
of new lines and buildings and installation of machinery in power 
plants, salaries and expenses of supervising engineers in charge of. 24 
repair or tower wagons frequently used in, expenses of 30 
shop and storeroom expenses chargeable to, treatment of 31 
stock and bond issues for, incidental expenses connected with, 
including printing of certificates 15 
Contacts, overhead, automatically operating track switch, employees and material 
used in repairs of 47 
Contributions, voluntary, to employees or their families on account of sickness, 
etc 16 
Coordinate Departments, use of accounts relating to 11 
Cross-overs, curves, and turn-outs, explanation of 25 
ties, rails, rail fastenings and joints used in 
connection with 25 
Cross walks, labor and material on 46 
Curves, treatment of 25 
Custom labor 31,38 
D. 
Delays in schedules, time lost on account of, how treated 58 
Department expense chargeable to construction, and to other companies and per-
sons, treatment of 31 
Depreciation of way and structures and equipment accounts, reference to 52 
Discount, treatment of 29 
Dispatching trains, compensation received from other companies for 54 
"Distribution System" account, use of subaccounts under 5 
E. 
Electric bells and wiring on cars, classification of 9,56 
car heaters, repairs and renewals of, including wiring 7,9,56 
car lighting and wiring, classification of 9,56 
30 
Case. 
Electric equipment of cars, definition of 9,56 
track switch, repairs of contacts and wires, for operating 47 
Employees engaged in repairs of overhead contacts automatically operating track 
switch, wages of 47 
express, wages of 4 
injured, wages paid to 16 
steam locomotive and steam and gasoline motor car, wages of 6 
Engineers, supervising, in charge of construction of new line and buildings and in-
stallation of machinery in power plants, salaries and expenses of 24 
Equipment, classification of expenditures for road and, interpretation of Note B 
under account No. 1, of 24 
classification of expenditures for road and, requirements as to use of. 57 
depreciation accounts, reference to 52 
Exchange, treatment of 29 
Expense bills used in express and freight business, printing of. 18 
Expenses, Department, chargeable to construction and to other companies and 
persons, treatment of 31 
general, of carriers operating gas, electric light, and street railway 
properties 42 
incurred in issuing material for construction and betterments 10 
incurred in printing and issuing certificates of stock and bonds for con-
struction and additions and betterments 15 
of Purchasing Department on account of construction and betterment 
purchases, apportionment of 34 
of repair and tower wagons engaged in construction work 30 
of supervising engineers in charge of construction of new lines and 
buildings, and installation of machinery in power plants 24 
operating, scope of classification of 34 
requirements as to keeping of accounts for 27 
store, reporting of, and employment of clearing account for 10 
Experimental accounts, reference to 33 
Express clerks, wages of 4 
Extended Classification, use of, by roads of classes B and C 3 
F . 
Foreign cars, per diem on, and maintenance of 19 
Fuel, steam locomotive and steam and gasoline motor car 6 
G. 
Gasoline motor cars, repairs and operation of 6 
General expenses of carriers operating gas, electric light, and street railway proper-
ties 42 
improvements in free private park 39 
office buildings, maintenance of, and rent received for offices in 55 
supervision of cars for other companies, amounts received for 54 
Government bridge, payments for privilege of operating cars over 37 
H . 
Headlight parts, trolley 56 
Heaters, electric car, repairs and renewals of, including wiring 7,9,56 
High-tension lines, rent paid for pole-line right of way of 32 
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Case. 
Highway sprinkling, amounts received for 45 
Highways, right to operate over and across, amounts paid for 32 
I . 
Improvements in free private park, cost of 39 
Injured employees, wages paid to 16 
Interest on loans made for construction 53 
treatment of 29 
J. 
Joint facilities accounts, statement regarding 54 
compensation received for 54 
Joints used in connection with cross-overs, curves, and turn-outs 25 
L. 
Labor and material on cross walks 46 
custom 31,38 
expended in protecting banks 50 
Land occupied by pole line, rent of 32 
regular operating carhouses, rent of 13 
" Y , " rent o f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
Land used for storage of track material, rent of 51 
Lighting and wiring, electric car, classification of 9,56 
carhouses, power for 11,33 
department, monthly charges for power to 36 
shops, carhouses, etc., amount expended for 11 
Loans for construction, interest on 53 
Locomotives, steam, repairs and operation of 6 
Lubricants, steam locomotive and steam and gasoline motor car 6 
M. 
Machinery in power plants, engineers in charge of installation of 24 
on service cars, maintenance of 20 
Magnets, etc., wires leading from trolley to, operating track switch 47 
Maintenance and construction of paving, assessments for 2 
and operation of compressed-air storage tanks at carhouses 17 
of foreign cars 19 
of free private park 39 
of general office, etc., buildings 55 
of service-car machinery 20 
of service cars 20,45 
of underground conduit, cleaning and 28 
Manure removed from stables, amount received from sale of 44 
Material and labor on cross walks 46 
for construction and betterments, expense of issuing . 10 
new, profit on sale of 38 
storage of, rent paid for land for 51 
used in repairs of overhead contacts automatically operating track switch. 47 
used in retaining wall for protection of banks 50 
Motor cars, steam and gasoline, repairs and operation of 6 
Motors for air governors and pumps on cars, repairs and renewals of 9 
shop, power for 33 
32 
Case. 
Municipalities, amounts paid to, for right to operate over and across streets 32 
amounts received from, for sprinkling streets and highways 45 
N. 
Net revenue, Sales Account 38 
New lines, engineers in charge of, salaries and expenses of 24 
material sold, profits on 38 
structures and general improvements in free private park, cost of 39 
Note B, under account No. 1, Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equip-
ment, interpretation of 24 
O . 
Offices in general office, etc., buildings, rent received for 55 
Ohmer Fare Registers, rent of 12 
Operating Expenses, Classification, scope of 34 
superfluous accounts for, reference to 41 
temporary or experimental accounts for, reference to 33 
use of extended classification of, by roads of classes B and C.. 3 
Operating over Government bridge, payments for privilege of 3? 
over highways and streets, privilege of 32 
revenues and expenses, keeping of accounts for 27 
Operation of compressed-air storage tanks at carhouses. . 17 
general office, etc., buildings 55 
steam locomotive and steam and gasoline motor car 6 
Other companies, amounts received for use of tracks by 54 
amounts received for work performed for 31 
specific payments to, for cost of lighting or operating shops 11 
Other operations accounts, Dr. and Cr., use of. 11,36,41,42,43 
Outside operations of electric railways, reference t o . . . 8,36 
parties, work performed for 31,38 
Overhead contacts automatically operating track switch, employees and material 
used in repairs of 47 
P . 
Park, new structures and general improvements in, and maintenance of 39 
Passenger-car hours, definition of 58 
"Pav ing" account, scope of 46 
Paving, assessments for maintenance and construction of 2 
Per diem on foreign cars 19 
Pile driver, cars equipped and used as, maintenance of, including machinery 20 
Pole-line right of way, rent paid for 32 
Poles, amounts paid and received for privilege of making attachments to 49 
trolley parts 56 
Power, division of cost of - 36,42,43 
furnished by company for shop motors, carhouse lighting, and running 
construction cars 33 
Power-plant machinery, engineers in charge of installation of 24 
"Power Purchased" account, scope of — 11,43 
Prescribed accounts, keeping of, by carriers 27 
Printing, and furnishing reports made by conductors and shortage notices, cost of. 23 
and stationery used by clerks whose salaries are charged to Superintend-
ence of Way and Structures, Superintendence of Equipment, and 
Superintendence of Transportation 18 
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Case. 
Printing, expense bills, balance sheets, and other stationery used in express and 
freight business, cost of 18 
rate sheets, waybills, bills of lading, etc., cost of - 14 
securities issued for construction and additions and betterments, cost of. 15 
Private property, rent paid for right to operate over 32 
Public highways, right to operate over, amounts paid for 32 
Pumps on cars, motors for air governors and, repairs and renewals of. 9 
Purchasing Department, apportionment of expenses of, on account of construction 
or betterment purchases 34 
R. 
Rail fastenings used in connection with cross-overs, curves, and turn-outs 25 
Railroad Commissions, State, use of depreciation accounts prescribed by 52 
Rails used in connection with cross-overs, curves, and turn-outs 25 
Railway department, monthly charges for power to . . 36 
Rate sheets, printing of. . 14 
Registers, Ohmer Fare, rent of. 12 
"Relief Department Expenses" account, purpose of 16 
Removal of accumulation in conduit under tracks 28 
Renewals, electric car heater, including wiring 7,9,56 
of motors for air governors and pumps 9 
of paving, assessments for 2 
Rent, paid for land occupied by regular operating carhouses 13 
for land occupied by " Y " 48 
for land used for storage of track material. 51 
for pole-line right of way 32 
for right to operate over private property 32 
for use of Ohmer Fare Registers 12 
Rent received for offices in general office, etc., buildings 55 
received for use of tracks and electric lines 54 
treatment of. 42 
Renumbering primary accounts by carriers for their own convenience 1 
Repair wagons, frequently used in construction, expenses of 30 
Repairs and renewals, electric car heater, including wiring 7,9,56 
and renewals of motors for air governors and pumps on cars 9 
of overhead contacts and wires automatically operating track switch 47 
of paving, assessments for 2 
of sprinkling cars, cost of 45 
of steam locomotives and steam and gasoline motor cars 6 
of wires leading from trolley to magnets, etc., operating track switch 47 
Retaining wall for protection of banks, material used in 50 
Revenue, net, Sales Account 38 
Revenues and expenses, requirements as to keeping of accounts for 27 
Right of way for pole line, rent paid for 32 
over Government bridge, payments for 37 
over private property, streets and public highways, payments for.. 32 
Road and equipment, classification of expenditures for, interpretation of Note B 
under account No. 1 of 24 
classification of expenditures for, requirements as to use of 57 
Roadway and track sprinkling 40 
3 4 
S. 
Case. 
Salaries of clerks employed by carriers operating gas, electric light, and street rail-
way properties, treatment of 42 
supervising engineers in charge of construction of new line and build-
ings and installation of machinery in power plants 24 
Sale of manure removed from stables, amount received from 44 
new material, profit on 38 
tickets at stores, wages and commissions paid for 22 
Sales Account, net revenue from 38 
School and other tickets sold at stores along line, wages and commissions 
paid for 22 
Service cars 6,20,45 
Shop expenses chargeable to construction and to other companies and persons, 
treatment of 31 
motors, power for 33 
Shops, amounts expended for lighting or operating 11 
Shortage notices, printing and furnishing 23 
"Special Work" account, explanation concerning 25 
Springs—trolley parts 56 
Sprinkling cars, maintenance and repairs of. 45 
streets and highways, amounts received for 45 
streets, roadway, and track, expense of 40,45 
Stable manure, amounts received from sale of. 44 
Standard system of accounts of Street Railway Association, reference to 27 
State Railroad Commissions, depreciation accounts, reference to use of. 52 
Stationery and printing 14,15,18,23,39 
Steam locomotives and motor cars, repairs and operation of 6 
shovels, cars equipped and used as,maintenance of, including machinery. 20 
Stock issues for construction and additions and betterments, incidental expenses 
of, including printing of certificates 15 
Stone crushers, cars equipped and used as, maintenance of, including machinery.. 20 
Storage of track material, rent of land for 51 
tanks for compressed air at carhouses, maintenance and operation of 17 
Store expenses, employment of clearing account for 10 
reporting of 10 
Storeroom expenses chargeable to construction and to other companies and per-
sons, treatment of 31 
Street Railway Accountants' Association of America, reference to system of ac-
counting recommended by 27 
railway department, monthly charges for power to 36 
sprinkling, amounts received for 45 
expense of 40,45 
Streets, right to operate over and across, amounts paid for . 32 
Structures, new, in free private park, cost of 39 
Subprimary accounts, filing of, with Commission 5 
Superfluous accounts, reference to 41 
Supervising engineers in charge of construction of new line and buildings and 
installation of machinery in power plants, salaries and expenses of 24 
Supervision of cars for other companies, amounts received for 54 
Switch, rent of land occupied by 48 
repairs of overhead contacts and wires for automatically operating 47 
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T. 
Case. 
Tanks at carhouses, compressed-air storage, maintenance and operation of 17 
Taxes, treatment of 29,42 
Temporary accounts, reference to 33 
Terminals, rent for use of 54 
Tickets sold at stores along line, wages and commissions paid for 22 
Ties used in connection with cross-overs, curves, and turn-outs 25 
Tower wagons frequently used in connection with construction, expenses of 30 
Track material, land used for storage of, rent of 51 
sprinkling 40 
switch, cost of labor and material used in repairs of overhead contacts auto-
matically operating 47 
Tracks, compensation received from other companies for use of 54 
Trip sheets, printing and furnishing 23 
Trolley parts—axles, bushings, carbon brushes, carbons, harps, headlight parts, 
poles, springs, washers, wheels, etc 56 
Trucks, car, classification of 9,56 
Trustees, payments to, in connection with issuance of stocks and bonds for con-
struction and additions and betterments. 15 
Turn-outs, cross-overs, and curves, explanation of 25 
ties, rails, rail fastenings, and joints used in 
connection with 25 
U. 
Underground conduits, cleaning of 28 
"Undistributed Accounts," definition of 35 
distributing and reporting of items covered by 10,14,18 
Unnecessary accounts, reference to 41 
V. 
Voluntary contributions to employees or their families on account of sickness, etc. 16 
W. 
Wages of carhouse clerks who furnish motormen and conductors with tickets and 
supplies, receive conductors' remittances, etc 21 
of employees on steam locomotives and steam and gasoline motor cars 6 
of express clerks 4 
paid employees while suffering from injuries 16 
paid for sale of school and other tickets at stores along line 22 
Wagons, repair or tower, frequently used in construction, expenses of 30 
Wall, retaining, for protection of banks, material used in 50 
Washers—trolley parts 56 
Waste, steam locomotive and steam and gasoline motor car 6 
Water used in operation of steam locomotives and steam and gasoline motor cars. . 6 
Way and structures depreciation accounts, reference to 52 
Waybills, printing of 14 
Wheels—trolley parts 56 
Wires leading from trolley to magnets, etc., operating track switch 47 
Wiring of car fixtures, repairs and renewals of 7,9,56 
Y. 
"Y" rent of land occupied by 48 
o 
